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Data set collected in January 2021


Customer experience in online retail in 2021:  
The elephant in the room or a new competitive edge?

We’re also facing a massive change in
consumer demands. According to the
trends spotted by Shopify,1 intuitiveness,
ease of use, and high speed have become
the new normal. 

So, the challenge is not only to win  
the shopper’s attention, but also keep it
with a smooth omnichannel customer
experience.

US ecommerce YOY penetration, %
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In 2020, ecommerce made a mind-blowing
leap thanks to the pandemic: 10 years of
growth happened in just a few months.
2021 doesn’t show signs of winding down:
since much of the spending has shifted
online, the competition and customer
acquisition costs are off the charts.
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The Future of Ecommerce, Report by Shopify
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We reviewed the top 5,000 online retailers to see
whether they meet the new shopper expectations
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Experience is everything, Report by PwC

Contributors to a Great Online Experience

Speed

47%

Seamless/ 
Easy

45%

Sense of  
control

39%

Individualized

27%

55%

Interactive/ 
Engaging

24%

55%

Proactive
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According to
Online Shoppers
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Critical
Important

Sourced from marketing charts
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Important: Web performance is volatile and can
quickly change. Our data sample was collected in
January 2021 and captures the big picture at  
the beginning of the year.

Audit results: Most eсommerce websites
failed the Performance audit and needed to
make improvements on the rest of  
the audits too.

When it came to performance metrics, the
worst results were obtained in Largest
Contentful Paint and Speed Index, which is
alarming, considering Google’s plans to make
speed its main ranking factor.

performance
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The results are unsettling: More than 95% of
the platforms are in the red zone
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largest contentful paint (LCP)
first contentful paint (fCP)

accessibility
cumulative layout shift (CLS)

Best practices
seo

time to interactive (TTI)
Total blocking time (TBT)
speed index (SI)

Progressive web app

Top performers
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Performance

hobbylinc.com 97

ebay.be 90

Accessibility

decathlon.de 99

groupon.ca 98

market.yandex.ru 91

Best
Practices

duomai.com 100
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Platforms with performance metrics in
the green zone:

Examples of online retailers with
remarkable results in LightHouse scores:


LCP tamiya.com

best-price.com

FCP mandarake.co.jp

points.com

muji.com

e-katalog.ru

wildberries.ru 100

castorama.pl 93

wildberries.by 93

SI

kassir.ru

tiendeo.mx

TTI

iherb.com

eventticketscenter.com

mercadolibre.com.ec

lazada.com 93

SEO

olx.com 100

mercadona.es

amazon.com.tr 99

amazon.com.br 93

avito.ru 98

TBT
PWA

walmart.com 100

ebay.ca 98

sony.com.au 100

locanto.com.au 98

groupon.pl 98

mercadolibre.com

CLS fnac.es

pepper.com

Lowaboots.com

bazos.cz

forbiddenplanet.com
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Methodology

1

Data sample
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To see how the industry is doing, it’s
always worth looking at its top
representatives. That’s why we
reviewed 5,000 ecommerce
platforms according to the Top
Websites Ranking by SimilarWeb.
This ranking features the most
visited websites based on traffic,
conversions and engagement
worldwide.
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5,000 top ecommerce websites
according to traffic, conversions  
and engagement
Mobile performance data, gathered
and processed programmatically at  
the end of January 2021
Download the sample
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Data sample

2020

1

Global m-commerce sales are projected to reach $3.56 trillion in
2021, which is 22.3% more than the $2.91 trillion recorded in
2020, growing its total share from 70.4% to 72.9%.1 That’s where
the growth actually happens!

2

Google is planning to make mobile page experience signals a part
of their ranking algorithm in May 2021.2

1

Mobile E-commerce is Up and Poised for Further Growth, Statista


2

Timing for Bringing Page Experience to Google Search, Google


3

Bounce Rate Benchmarks, CXL

$3.56
$2.91

trillion

2021

trillion
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We focused on their mobile efficiency  
for 3 main reasons:
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For our research, we used Google Lighthouse, an automated open-source

Metrics and

tool which is accessible to any developer and relies on user-centric metrics

tools

We ran 5 audits and measured 6 performance metrics for each website.  

10

that have the strongest impact on user experience.
28/04/2021

To automate the process, we used an open-source tool and ran multiple
Lighthouse audits on multiple URLs.

There are 4 pass-or-fail audits
(Accessibility, Best Practices, SEO,
Progressive Web App) and one audit
based on performance metrics. Each
audit has a score from 0 to 100 and  
a color code.

Performance metrics describe perceived
website efficiency: load speed, load and
runtime responsiveness, visual stability
and smoothness. Most of them are
measured in milliseconds and get scored
from 0 to 100. The scoring is based on  
a comparison with real-world website
data taken from HTTP Archive.
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Performance Audit
Do users perceive the website as fast
and efficient?
Largest Contentful Paint

First Contentful Paint

Time to Interactive

Total Blocking Time

Speed Index

Cumulative Layout Shift

Performance Score


Largest Contentful Paint (LCP)
poor

Largest Contentful Paint
marks the time from
when the page starts
loading to when the
primary or “largest” part
of the page's content
becomes visible. 


LCP time (in seconds)
Poor

Over 4
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Audit Results:

12

You should render LCP in 2.5 seconds or
less to provide the best online experience.
In this case, the user sees the most
valuable part of the page right away and
can already decide whether it matches their
request.

LCP is a part of Google’s Core Web Vitals,
the subset of web vitals that will soon be a
part of their ranking algorithm. This means
that it won’t only affect the CX and
consequent conversion and bounce rates,
but will also have an impact on your SEO.
Losers
2,847 websites scored less than 5

9%
85%

Good
(440)
Poor
(4,235)

LCP optimization guide from Uploadcare

Winners
173 websites scored more than 95

Needs
Improvement

2.5 — 4

Good

0 — 2.5
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First Contentful Paint (FCP)
poor

First Contentful Paint
shows the time from
when the page starts
loading to when any part
of the page's content
(text, image, SVG
element) becomes visible.
FCP time (in seconds)
Poor

Over 4
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Audit Results:

13

This metric is important because it
gives the user the sense that
everything is working. And though the
most important content (LCP) has not
rendered yet, it’s coming soon.

Most of the time FCP happens when
the text is rendered, so Google
recommends to pay attention to font
load time and make sure the text is
visible during webfont load.


Losers
322 websites scored less than 5

33%
42%

Good
(1,631)
Poor
(2,072)

FCP optimization guide from Uploadcare

Winners
525 websites scored more than 95

Needs
Improvement

2 — 4

Good

0 — 2
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Time to Interactive (TTI)
poor

Time to Interactive marks the
time from when the content
starts rendering to the
moment it becomes fully
functional. A fast TTI
indicates that your page is
usable, and the user can start
doing what they came for.
TTI time (in seconds)
Poor

Over 7.3
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Audit Results:
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A page is considered interactive if
The FCP has been registered and
there is some content displayed
Events are registered
The page responds within 50
milliseconds.

Google’s benchmark for a good TTI is
less than 3.8 seconds.


Losers
1,652 websites scored less than 5

7%
78%

Good
(364)
Poor
(3,923)

TTI optimization guide from Uploadcare

Winners
231 websites scored more than 95

Needs
Improvement

3.9 — 7.3

Good

0 — 3.8
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Total Blocking Time (TBT)
poor

Total Blocking Time shows
the total amount of time a
page was blocked against
clicks, taps or presses.
Technically, it is the sum of
all the delays between the
First Contentful Paint and
Time to Interactive.
TBT time (in milliseconds)
Poor

Over 600
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Audit Results:
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All the lags longer than 50
milliseconds are taken into account.
For instance, if some script blocks
the main thread for 70 milliseconds,
the TBT will be augmented by 20. 

When the loading is blocked for more
than 50 milliseconds, the user
usually notices a delay and perceives
a website as overloaded or janky.


Losers
2,028 websites scored less than 5

26%
65%

Good
(1,312)
Poor
(3,271)

Winners
843 websites scored more than 95

Needs
Improvement

300 — 600

Good

0 — 300
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Speed Index (SI)
poor

This metric calculates visual
progression, or the time
between a blank screen and
a visually complete state.
Simply put, it shows how
fast the user sees  
the complete layout.

SI time (in seconds)
Poor

Over 5.8
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Audit Results:
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If your page elements display quickly
(in less than 4.3 seconds), the user
will perceive the website as fast,
though it might not even be fully
functional due to some scripts still
loading in the background.

A user’s perception is subjective, and
visual signals play the largest part in
affecting it, so the lower your Speed
Index, the better. 

Losers
1,986 websites scored less than 5

7%
84%

Good
(373)
Poor
(4,194)

SI optimization guide from Uploadcare

Winners
110 websites scored more than 95

Needs
Improvement

4.3 — 5.8

Good

0 — 4.3
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Cumulative Layout Shift (CLS)
Good

Together with LCP, this
metric is a part of
Google’s Core Web
Vitals, and there is  
a good reason for that.

If Speed Index reflects visual
promptness, CLS is all about visual
stability. 

If elements on a page are loaded
asynchronously, they can displace
each other, causing layout jumps and
hiccups. CLS registers unexpected
layout shifts and measures how
often they occur. 


Losers
CLS Score 592 websites scored less than 5
Poor

Over 0.25
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Audit Results:
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49%
41%

Good
(2,429)
Poor
(2,043)

CLS optimization guide from Google

Winners
1,855 websites scored more than 95

Needs
Improvement

0.1 — 0.25

Good

0 — 0.1
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Performance Score

poor

In fact, it is a weighted average of the 6
performance metrics, rated according to
their impact on user-perceived
performance. 


5%
CLS
25%
TBT

0 — 49

15%
SI

100
15%
TTI

To see how the Performance Score is
generated, use the scoring calculator.

Poor

15%
FCP

Losers
325 websites scored less than 5

3%
78%

Good
(172)
Poor
(3,917)

25%
LCP
Winners
108 websites scored more than 95

Needs
Improvement

50 — 89

Good

Performance Score is  
a combined metric that
shows the website’s
overall efficiency.

Performance Score
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Audit Results:

18

100 —
90
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Accessibility Audit
Can any person, regardless of their
physical abilities, use the website
effectively?

Accessibility Score
Needs Improvement

Accessibility Score is  
a weighted average of
numerous pass-or-fail audits
that check whether your
website is easy to use for
people with different
physical abilities.

Accessibility
Score

28/04/2021

Audit Results:

20

Buttons do not have accessible name
Image elements do not have alt
attribute
Links do not have a discernible nam
Background and foreground colors do
not have a sufficient contrast ratio


Good
(2,093)
Poor
(26)

To pass this audit, you need to make sure
that you comply with all of them, but
especially with those that are more heavily
weighted.

Losers
18 websites scored less than 5

Winners
797 websites scored more than 95
Needs
Improvement

Poor 0 — 49

42%
0.5%

Here are some examples of the audit
checks

50 — 89

Good

100 — 90
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Best Practices
Audit
How healthy and secure is the code?

4

Best Practices Score
Needs Improvement

Best Practices Score is
also a sum of pass-or-fail
audits that describe your
overall code health
according to common
best practices.

Best Practices
Score

28/04/2021

Audit Results:

22

Losers
36 websites scored less than 5

These best practices embrace such
aspects of your code as using
HTTPS, safe links, and images with
correct aspect ratio. 

There are around 15 types of audits
that test your code in terms of its
influence on page speed, security,
and user experience.


10%
1%

Good
(489)
Poor
(54)

Winners
104 websites scored more than 95
Needs
Improvement

Poor 0 — 49

50 — 89

Good

100 — 90
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SEO Audit

Does the website comply with the
minimum search engine requirements?

5

SEO Audit
poor

The SEO audit checks
your website for what
matters to search
engines. It shows how
well your content is
optimized and suggests
improvements.
SEO Score

28/04/2021

Audit Results:

24

Important: This score does not influence
your rankings (only Performance Score
does), nor does it contain the specific
requirements of each search engine. But  
it's still important and can be considered  
as the bare minimum for SEO optimization.

Among the pass-or-fail audits are such
basic checks as whether a page has  
a <title> element, meta description, and
robots.txt.


0.5%
71%

Good
(23)
Poor
(3.529)

SEO optimization guidelines from Google
SEO optimization guidelines from Bing

Losers
64 websites scored less than 5

Winners
17 websites scored more than 95

Good

100 — 90
Needs
Improvement

Poor 0 — 49

50 — 89
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Progressive
Web App
Score
Does your app meet all the PWA
requirements and provide a native
app-like experience?

6

Progressive Web App Score
Needs Improvement

This audit is focused
exclusively on progressive
web apps and checks
whether their features are
built according to the best
practices.

PWA Score
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Audit Results:
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Losers
111 websites scored less than 5

PWAs are supposed to look and feel like
native apps, so they should be capable,
reliable, and installable. 

Audit checks include such points as
Can your app load in offline or poor
network conditions
Is it fast
Is content sized correctly
Does it meet accessibility requirements
Does it work in any browser
Is it responsive to any screen size?

18%
8%

Good
(891)
Poor
(374)

PWA guide from Google

Winners
477 websites scored more than 95

Poor

Needs
Improvement

Good

0 — 49

50 — 89

100 — 90
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How do I reach
the green
zone?
A word of advice from Google 

and some automation options


28

Seize the opportunities
Lighthouse, you’ll find some
improvement opportunities with
estimated savings. 
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spotted by Google

If you click on a metric’s score in

If you need to improve your
Performance Score, here is  
the flow recommended by Google:
1

Run a Lighthouse audit and get the baseline
metrics and scores.

2

Check out the performance score calculator to see which
metrics you should prioritize to improve the Performance
Score.

3

Click on the chosen scores or metrics in  
the Lighthouse report and look at the
Opportunities section.
You can go deeper and click on

4

Implement some of the recommendations.

the opportunity. Lighthouse will
recommend some specific steps

5

and point to the elements that

Repeat the cycle.

require attention.
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Seize the opportunities
spotted by Google

500KB

Google’s benchmark for the total
size of a mobile web page
*25% of pages could save more than 250KB 

*10% of pages could save more than 1MB


That’s why Lighthouse features
a range of image optimization
opportunities that may improve  
the situation in almost all the
audits:

Display images with correct aspect
rati
Serve images with appropriate
resolutio
Defer offscreen image
Serve images in next-gen format
Efficiently encode image
Properly size image
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Speed and efficiency have a lot to do with
page weight, and most of the page weight
comes from visual content. This is especially
true for ecommerce websites with lots of
product pictures and videos, catalogues and
look books.

29

MEDIAN
MOBILE

1

MEDIAN
MOBILE

1879.1 KB▲42.0%


902.9 KB▲25.8%

Total page weight as of January
1
2021

Image weight as of January
2021

Image compression is a low-hanging
fruit of web optimization:

86%

of images can be
optimized without any
loss in visual quality.

92 %
of data traffic
can be cut
through image
optimization.

Use video formats for animated
1

Page Weight Report, HTTP Archive

content
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Take a shortcut with automated
solutions


Fortunately, there are serverless automated solutions that take
on the entire image optimization burden and help quickly improve
the scores.
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Image optimization is a huge part of ecommerce content
management. Whether an online retailer is using an ecommerce
platform or has an in-house CMS, it can be tough to handle such
a large number of files manually.
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Ready-to-integrate file handling infrastructures like
Uploadcare streamline your media pipeline and make
your website compliant by default. Quick
implementation allows you to improve web
performance in no time.
Display images with correct aspect ratio

Serve images with appropriate resolution

Defer offscreen images

Serve images in next-gen formats

Efficiently encode images

Properly size images


Uploadcare
automatically
detects
destination
properties and
serves media
tailored and
optimized.

Use video formats for animated content


As a result, your web pages load as quick as a wink,
providing the best customer experience possible!
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Get a competitive edge  
with Uploadcare
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